The growing internet trade of recent years has led to more and more counterfeit products being offered and manufacturers losing contact with their customers since they now shop on platforms such as Amazon. With IMERO, manufacturers can give their products a unique and unforgeable identity that allows them to communicate directly with their customers.

Your Tasks

Prepare with us IMERO to protect innovative products against counterfeiting in a wide range of markets and reconnect manufacturers with their customers.

If a customer needs help with his dishwasher for example he just scans the IMERO tag and can request a call with the video hotline which is much more personalised than just a phone call. For that you will develop a 1:1 video hotline tool based on the Open-Source Tool Jitsi.

• Design a user journey
• Integration of Jitsi in our app
• Development of a waiting queue for customers
• Extension of the jitsi Electron app to fit the hotline employees needs
• Design a scalable architecture
• Documentation of your work

You will work directly with the founders, be involved in all important decision-making processes and be able to be present during the important first steps. We also want to grow strongly, so that after your graduation you might be interested in joining us.

Why IMERO

IMERO is still at the very beginning of its journey, but has enormous growth potential, as the trade in counterfeit goods has reached gigantic proportions and is more lucrative for criminals than for example drug trafficking. You now have the opportunity to jump on board!

Develop your own ideas and concepts and put them into practice. Get involved and see how a whole new company takes shape through your work.

If you look for a challenge and really want to make a difference, then support IMERO to protect every innovative product in the world. There is a lot to learn along the way, but also a lot to celebrate together. You will meet a young, dynamic environment where the after-work beer, pub crawl and weekend are as much a part of it as the work.

Have become curious? Send us your CV and your previous projects, experiences etc. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us by mail or phone.

Your Profile

• You study computer science
• Knowledge of current web technologies is a plus (JavaScript, Redis)
• You work proactively and independently
• Good knowledge of German and English

Contact Us

Max Bauer
tel.: +49 176 78327704
mail: bauer@imero.de

imero.de